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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

In the context of the transition to more sustainable energy systems, fundamental structural changes
are currently underway. The focus is thereby on the decarbonization of the energy system, through a
combination of energy efficiency/demand reduction and the exploitation of renewable energy supply technologies. The latter are being widely developed, including both dispatchable hydro-power and bio-energy
and non-dispatchable wind and solar technologies. The continued exploitation of wind and solar energy
technologies depends on technical and economic measures to integrate them into the energy system.
The measures include but are not limited to extending and densifying existing networks, operating existing (e.g. thermal) power plants more flexibly, increasing storage capacities, sector coupling between
power/heat/transport/gas systems, and exploiting smart grid approaches to more strongly and automatically connect the many disperse actors and technologies in the energy system. An additional measure
involves exploiting the flexibility on the demand side of the energy system in the context of Demand
Side Management (DSM). The idea of doing this has existed for several decades, but recently more
attention has been paid to exploiting this approach in the residential sector. Residential consumers are
typically not exposed to short-term price differentials, instead the majority pay a constant price per unit
of electricity consumed. To exploit the apparent potential for demand flexibility in the residential sector,
however, consumers need to be exposed to fluctuations in electricity prices already seen on wholesale
markets. The eponymous PEAKapp developed within the same project attempts to do this, by giving
users the ability to change their short term behaviour in response to changing electricity prices. The app
creates an incentive, in the form of lower energy costs, for consumers to adapt their behaviour to be
more economically efficient and system-serving. The realisable potential of households to shift loads off
the peak times to periods with lower consumption can have effects on the market price and distribution
costs for electricity, and thus stands to make renewable electricity more competitive.

1.2

Methodology and objectives

Within the PEAKapp project, Task 5.2 assessed the extent of these positive effects in the scenario of a
wide-spread application of the information and communication technology (ICT) to Human ecosystem.
Two field trials were carried out in the project, which involved a large-scale roll-out of the PEAKapp
alongside control groups in Austria and Estonia. In this Deliverable we focus on the Austrian field study,
which involved around 1600 participants over a period of about 18 months. The thorough analysis of
the field trial data was carried out by JKU, DTU and Tecnalia and is documented in Deliverable D.4.1.
One aspect of this analysis involved deriving short-run price elasticities for the households participating
in the trial. These elasticities are employed within this report in order to analyze the responsiveness of
households to future changes in electricity prices under different framework conditions. To this end we
employ an energy system model (Balmorel) that allows a comparative static analysis of the electricity
market equilibrium, assuming different aggregated consumption profiles under alternative pricing regimes.
The overall objective thereby is to analyse the economic benefits to the whole (Austrian) energy system
of exploiting residential demand side flexibilities at the national scale. More specifically, the objective is
to analyze the impact on economic, technical and environmental indicators of a widespread exploitation
of demand side flexibility.
The method employs the existing linear optimization energy system model Balmorel, which is extended
to cover Austria in the given context. It thereby employs the price elasticities mentioned above as an
exogenous input to derive changes in an exogenous demand in the residential sector. The analysis is
carried out for the timeframe to 2030 within a scenario framework of four scenarios. These include a
Business As Usual (BAU) and Renewable Scenario (REN), in both of which the demand is assumed to
be inelastic. Two additional variants of the renewable scenario consider these elasticities and therefore
have flexible demands, whereby we distinguish between active and passive flexibilities. Active implies
load shifting on behalf of the participant, and in this context means having the PEAKapp and using
it. Passive on the other hand means either not having the PEAKapp, or having it but not using it. By
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comparing these four scenarios in terms of diverse economic, technical and environmental criteria, we are
able to explore the system level impact of PEAKapp in Austria. The novelty of the method lies in the
approach to consider the flexible demand (Section 3.2) as well as the application to the Austrian energy
system. The findings show that the elasticities can potentially lower fuel consumption and electricity
demands, promote investments in renewable technologies and lower total system costs when striving for
a carbon-neutral energy system.

1.3

Overview

This report is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a literature review, which puts this work into
context and demonstrates the innovative aspects. Section 3 then presents the methodology, including the
Balmorel model, the model extension to Austria, the modelling of elasticities and the scenario framework.
Section 4 then presents the main results, which are organised according to the above technical, economic
and environmental criteria. Section 5 discusses the results, the methods employed and highlights avenues
for further work. The report closes in section 6 with a summary and conclusions.
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2

Literature review

This section presents an overview of previous studies of energy-system effects of electricity demand
flexibility (EDF), using Balmorel among other models. It is described in ten subsections: literature
search, type of model, geographical coverage, sector coverage, type of flexibility and how it was realised,
source of energy demand data, scenarios, time resolution and time scale, claim of novelty and results.
Literature search
From the research ten published studies deemed suitable for this review were identified. The search for
the documents was carried out first through a Google search for articles, which contained one or more
of the following keywords: Demand Response, Residential Sector, Balmorel. Balmorel was included as a
keyword because it is the energy system model chosen for the present study. Secondly, further articles
that were cited by the ones found through the keywords search were identified. In the end, only the most
relevant articles were selected, resulting in a total of ten articles.
The review focused on the scope and methodology applied by the studies, as well as the studies’ claim
of novelty, summarised in Tables 1 to 4 below.
Type of model
Seven of the reviewed studies applied an actual energy system model, of which five applied the model
(Balmorel) used in this study, and two applied similar system-wide models (TIMES for the UK [1], and
KAPSARC for Saudi Arabia [2]). All seven models are technologically detailed optimization models
that select technologies to minimize overall system costs while meeting the energy demand. One study
applied a partial equilibrium model (also minimizing system costs)[3], while the remaining two studies
used models/algorithms at a household level.
Geographical coverage
For the seven studies using energy system models, the geographical coverage ranged from the supranational (Balmorel) to the country level (Balmorel, TIMES and KAPSARC). Six of these studies concerned
Northern Europe including the Baltic countries, and one Saudi Arabia. This geographical bias is due to
fact that the model used in the present study, Balmorel, was originally developed for Northern Europe
(see [4]). The three studies using other types of models concerned Denmark [3], Finland [5] and Latvia
[6], respectively.
Sectoral coverage
Six studies specifically target the household/residential sector, while the study by Li and Pye (2018) [1]
also includes the transport sector in the form of electric vehicles. The study by Grohnheit and Klavs
(2000) [7] concerns electricity demand for the residential as well as the service and industrial sectors,
while the studies by Jensen et al (2000) [8] and Tveten et al (2016) [9] covers the whole power and CHP
market. It should be noted that all five studies using the Balmorel model by default cover the power and
CHP market in terms of the system-wide effects, even of the analysis of demand response is focused on
a particular sector (e.g. households, services or industry).
Type of flexibility and how realised
The reviewed studies analysed demand response as a flexibility resource in the form of load shifting
(reducing demand at a given price level) or peak clipping (reducing peak demand where the demand
appears later on), or both, for either electricity only or for both electricity and heat. Five studies had an
explicit focus on household appliances as a source of flexibility and one of these studies further assessed
the flexibility potential of electric vehicle charging. In two of the five studies (Li and Pye 2018 [1], Mishra
et al 2016 [10]), were the appliances actually, or assumed to be, automatically controlled, while the other
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studies were unspecific on this point. All studies concerned short-term (intra-day) flexibility, typically 1-6
hours, which is also the approximate time scale of the PEAKapp intervention. Not all studies specified the
exact time-scale for flexible demand response. However, few of the studies report on original experimental
data on flexible demand response but rely on secondary data.
Source of energy demand data
Three studies (Li and Pye 2018 [1], Mishra et al 2016 [10], Lacaine et al 2015 [6]) use experimental
data on energy consumption (using smart meters recording consumption at an hourly (or finer) interval
as inputs to the modelling of system-wide effects. One study (Ali et al 2015 [5]) generated heat load
profile data for a typical Finnish household from a building energy consumption-modelling tool, while the
remainder studies rely on data from national databases, the Nordpool electricity market, the literature.
The study by Matar (2017) [2] did not specify the exact data source.
Scenarios
Six studies developed scenarios simulating different levels or types of demand-side flexibility. In the study
by Katz et al (2016b) [3], the scenarios simulate different levels of wind power in final consumption, while
the two scenarios in Mishra et al (2016) [10] simulate a system with grid connection (’market’) and one
without grid connection (’island’), i.e. where the grid connection is a flexibility mechanism.
Time resolution and time scale
The analyses of demand response were based on load profiles with a resolution of one hour (sometimes
less) and covering a period from 1 week (Jensen et al 2006 [8]) to 1 year (e.g. Lacaine et al 2015 [6],
Katz et al 2016b). The study by Katz et al (2016b) [3] focuses on the time of day with the greatest
load shift potential for household appliances, i.e. the evening (shift from 16:00-19:00 to 20:00-23:00).
Lacaine et al (2015) [6] selected both morning (05:00 - 08.00) and evening (17:00 - 21:00) as peak times.
Regarding the time scale of the scenarios, only three studies applied scenarios over longer periods, namely
up to 2030 (Tveten et al 2016 [9]), 2035 (Katz et al 2016a [11]) and 2050 (Li and Pye 2018 [1]).
Claim of novelty
The claims of novelty in the reviewed studies centre on the ability to reliably assess the system-wide
effects of demand-side flexibility (DSF) at household level, regarding especially overall system costs,
consumer and producer benefits, and the integration of low-carbon energy technologies (especially wind
power). The wide range of methodologies applied and assumptions made in the reviewed studies, even
for those using the same energy system model, suggests that this is a relatively young and dynamic area
of research.
Results
In general, the economic benefits of demand-side flexibility (DSF) for electricity producers (especially
variable renewable resources) are larger than for the consumers, suggesting that there are distributional
issues associated with DSF as well as weak household incentives to adopt flexible consumption. One
study (Katz et al 2016a [11]) compares intra-hour and intra-day demand-side flexibility, corresponding
to consumer participation in, respectively, hourly spot (balancing) and reserve markets. It concludes
that consumers can gain most by participating in reserve markets where price differences are larger.
Intra-day is the type of flexibility emphasized by the PEAKapp project. Most studies identify significant
system-level benefits of household DSF, including lower overall system costs, less need for energy storage,
higher shares of renewable energy, and lower carbon emissions. Hence, renewable electricity producers as
well as society as whole have an interest in promoting greater demand-side flexibility among consumers.
However, presently the latter have neither strong economic incentives nor effective (smart) technologies
installed to be flexible.
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Table 1: Table 1, Part A. Methodologies used in studies of energy system effects if demand response
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Table 2: Table 1, Part A1. Methodologies used in studies of energy system effects if demand response
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Table 3: Table 1, Part B. Methodologies used in studies of energy system effects if demand response
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Table 4: Table 1, Part B1. Methodologies used in studies of energy system effects if demand response
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3

Methodology

This section provides an overview of the applied methods and tools to implement the elasticities in the
context of an energy system analysis. In Section 3.1 the energy system framework Balmorel is introduced.
Section 3.2 explains the detailed approach of the introduction of elasticities within this research project.
Further on, Section 3.3 highlights the employed data in Balmorel and finally, Section 3.4 explains the
four different scenarios that are analyzed.

3.1

Introduction to Balmorel

Balmorel (BALtic Model Of Regional Electricity Liberalized) is an open-source, bottom-up, partial equilibrium model that employs linear programming, originally developed by Hans Ravn et al. in 2001 [12]
and subsequently further extended and employed in many national and international applications [13].
In [12] the mathematical model and basic equations are described. The source code is written in GAMS
(General Algebraic Modeling System) and the model is solved using a CPLEX solver with the concurrent
LPmethod 6 and -1 for the number of threads (for details see the GAMS solver manuals [14]).
The Balmorel model [12] simulates investment and operations of a combined Electricity and District
Heating system in an international context, whilst minimizing an objective total cost function including
investment in new generation plants, operational costs and in some cases additional transmission line
capacities. The model is designed to meet the energy demand within a selected time horizon for the selected countries. Electricity and heat are supplied by generation technologies such as variable renewables
(solar, hydro and wind), thermal power plants (extraction and back-pressure), electrical and fuel boilers
and heat pumps, as well as storage (electricity and heat). Electricity transmission between regions is
constrained by available capacities, while distribution of electricity and heat are specified by losses and
costs.
In the Balmorel model, the starting point is the exogenously-defined demand for electricity and heat,
which are provided as inputs alongside macroeconomic developments in energy and carbon prices. The
model meets these predefined demands by employing existing generation technologies, as long as technically (due to still being operational) and/or economically feasible, alongside new generation plants.
Therefore, the model optimizes long-term investments over several decades and short-term energy system dispatch throughout the year on an hourly basis. Energy balance constraints ensure that energy
supply and storage equals the demand in every time slice and geographical location. The supply side
consists of various generation technologies, whose planned capacity, commissioning and decommissioning
are defined exogenously [15]. In addition, the supply side could have endogenous capacity investments in
new technologies, for example based on known power plant/network development plans or to represent
energy-political transition pathways.
The Balmorel core structure is shown below in Figure 1. On the left hand side, the primary fuel consumption is found. In the middle, the energy conversions and storage are represented with their respectively
energy flows. On the right side of the figure, the exogenous demand (heat and power) is shown. All
technologies and flows are mathematically represented within the model, whereby any given technology
most likely has several variants depending on its techno-economic specifications, and the flows are typically region-specific (Figure 2). The system boundary applies to the shown energy flows as well as their
respective costs - hence imported energy carriers are associated with an annual cost and profile (which
may be null in the case of renewable energy carriers), and exported energy carriers also have a marginal
cost profile to meet the demand. Hence the equilibrium condition provides energy commodity prices for
all geographical locations and time segments [13].
The optimal solution is found along with associated dual variables, or shadow prices, and it is obtained
by application of solvers for which the principles and properties of the obtained solution are part of the
standard repertoire [16].
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Figure 1: Schematic of the Balmorel core structure, with key inputs, transformation, storage technologies
and flows
Geographically, the model is divided into three categories: countries, regions and areas. Each country
is divided into a number of regions and the regions are divided into areas. Regions allow electric power
transmission via inter-connectors between each other. In the areas the heat demand of each is balanced
by district heating. Figure 2 shows the geographical structure of the Balmorel model.

Figure 2: Abstract illustration of the Balmorel geographical structure
The model base algorithm employed is called BALBASE4 (BB4) [12]. There are currently four base
models utilized in Balmorel. The version BB4 allows for solving a sequence of years with simultaneous
endogenous investments dealing with a rolling planning horizon. The purpose of the add-on BB4 is to
permit a model with endogenous investments that treats two or more years in an integrated fashion,
whereby obtaining a limited foresight for investment decisions.
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3.2

Method to consider price elasticities with Balmorel

Elasticity type
The PEAKapp field trial provided hourly point elasticities of 1600 Austrian households that were derived
by using the smart meter data measuring the individual electricity consumption in 15-minute intervals.
Thereby, the short-term price elasticity of electricity demand was estimated. Consumption only from
primary meters was included in this analysis, so that secondary meters, mostly those that govern heat
pumps and automated systems, were not included here. This is because households are generally unable
to interact with the devices linked to secondary meters, and thus cannot change the consumption on
these meters in response to price.
The data were cleaned to remove readings that were obviously faulty, such as meters that never registered
a positive consumption value, or readings that were unrealistically high. Households in the study have
various electricity tariffs (pricing plans) that they could choose. Some of these tariffs are based on a price
schedule and thus vary throughout the times of the day while other tariffs do not. Through this variation
in tariff levels we can identify the price elasticity of electricity demand.
In this Deliverable we distinguish two groups: those with and without the PEAKapp application, called
active (EA) and passive (EP) respectively. Specifically, consumption observations are sorted into the
active group if the household had access to PEAKapp during the specific 15-minute interval and are
otherwise sorted into the passive group. The passive group is equivalent to the PEAKapp experimental
control group described in D4.1, which consists of a randomly selected 500 households who were not
given access to the app. This post-recruitment randomization should reduce the potential for sample
selection bias to drive any differences in elasticities between groups.
This is monitored by the application provided to the participants by the PEAKapp consortium. The
elasticities are an estimation of the willingness to change the hourly household’s electricity consumption
in response to a change in price, i.e. a percentage change in demand over a percentage change in price.
The empirical strategy employed here is panel data estimation and follows those of prominent papers
estimating price elasticities and treatment effects on residential electricity consumption [17, 18, 19].
Specifically we estimate variants of the model where the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of
the total household electricity consumption for each household and 15-minute interval.
There are a few things to note about the elasticities at this stage. Elasticities are estimated using all of
the participants in PEAKapp, some of whom had the time-variant electricity tariffs, and some of whom
do not. Also one third of participants do not have the PEAKapp, so their knowledge of the electricity
price may be low. Households with more electricity price information and feedback are expected to be
more responsive to prices, which means the selection of households for this analysis is highly relevant.
But it is reasonable to expect that customers with time-variant tariffs have some knowledge of the pricing
schedule, as they knowingly selected these tariffs. This presents a separate issue, which is the endogeneity, or ’self-selection’, of the choice of tariff; specifically, households who select a time-variant tariff may
have different consumption patterns which make this tariff favorable to them. We would argue that this
is unlikely to be an issue for this estimation, since it is unclear how this would bias elasticity estimates
statistically, and it is unlikely that households have enough knowledge to truly optimize tariff selection
as such optimization tools are not readily available to customers.
Since there is a linear dependency between price and electricity consumption change, their temporal
resolution consists of two data points (active and passive) for each hour of the day and each month of
the year - in total 576. To derive a chronological elasticity profile for the entire year, copies of those
days are concatenated to represent the full month. Afterwards, the resulting monthly profiles, which
consist entirely of copies of the one day are again concatenated to make up a full year. For more details
about the average estimated elasticities by hour and month see Table 15. This enables us to multiply
the electricity price differences in each hour of the year between two scenarios with the elasticity estimate
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for these hours, which finally results in an annual electricity demand change profile. The latter can then
be used to manipulate the electricity demand profiles in the successive scenario runs. The increased or
decreased hourly amount of consumed electricity is assumed not to be compensated in the later course
of the year (i.e. no load shift). The change in demand is final. Therefore, applying the elasticities will
most probably lead to an overall change in annual household electricity consumption.
Implementation of elasticities in Balmorel
In order to estimate the impact of a potential roll-out of PEAKapp and its associated household electricity price elasticities to the whole of Austria, we utilize the energy modelling framework Balmorel introduced in Section 3.1. The underlying assumption of the general approach is that an energy system
with high shares of variable renewable energy sources and therefore potentially more fluctuating electricity price profiles could benefit economically from an increase in demand side flexibility. To verify this
assumption, four different scenarios are calculated – in Stage I of the modelling: I) Business as usual
(BAU) and II) a scenario with 100 % renewable energies in 2030 (REN, see Figure 3). Scenarios III
and IV are variants of scenario II and calculated in Stage III. Elasticities are applied in the intermediate
Stage II. For each of the scenarios, Balmorel provides hourly electricity price profiles that can be compared.
In Stage II, the hourly price differences from the output of Stage I are calculated and multiplied by the
hourly elasticity profiles for: 1) The active and 2) the passive PEAKapp users. This operation results in
two new profiles, which reflect the relative changes for the household electricity demand profile that were
used as an input to the scenario runs of the first Stage.
Stage III of the modelling procedure consists of recalculating the REN scenario with the changed demand
profile for both active and passive users. Afterwards, the results of renewable scenarios of the first and
third Stage with and without elasticities are compared.
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Processing price profiles
Balmorel calculates different electricity price profiles consisting of marginal/wholesale prices for each
model time step. Among a number of different factors that can influence these price profiles the setting,
whether endogenous investments are allowed for or not, and the different fuel prices in the BAU and REN
scenarios showed the biggest impacts. When running the model with endogenous investments, which is
the case for BAU and REN, very high price spikes are observed. These spikes correspond to the marginal
electricity prices and are thus related to the investment decisions of the solver in these particular time
steps. In contrast to the empirical elasticities employed in this research, price spikes are not currently
encountered in reality, thus these two time-series need to be harmonized.
In order to do so, all prices greater than the standard deviation of the respective price profile over the
year are replaced by the annual average (mean) prices. Logically, the new average prices are much lower
than before. This effect is resolved by re-scaling the new price profiles without the peaks, so that the
ratio between the annual average prices in BAU (83 e /MWh) and REN (102 e /MWh) in Figure 5 on
the left side is the same as the ratio between the ones of REN without peaks (70 e /MWh) and the
re-scaled (84 e /MWh) one in Figure 5 on the right. Both have a difference of approximately 20%. For
details about the scenario framework see Section 3.4.

Figure 4: Example of electricity price profiles adjustments in 2030

3.3

Employed data

In this project, Austria was modelled alone as a country which contains one region and two areas (the
one with District Heating called AT DH and one without it called AT A NoDH). Inter-connectors were
added as net exchange capacities with neighbouring countries: Germany, Italy, Hungary, Switzerland,
Czech Republic and Slovenia. The available time slices in Balmorel are years, seasons (as weeks) and
terms (as hours). The set for weeks is from S01 to S52 weeks and for hours is from T1 to T168 hours.
In order to obtain a high level of precision in the dispatch optimization, the hourly time resolution was
adopted for the full year.
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Figure 5: Example of electricity price profiles adjustments in 2030
Regarding the input data, the model parameters are incorporated by loading data files. This data forms
the basis of parameters and equations in the model. The input data consists among others of energy
demand, wind and solar profiles, wind, solar PV and solar heating full load hours, existing and future
transmission capacities and generation plants, technical restrictions, technology costs, technology efficiencys and their lifetime, fuel prices, CO2 taxes.
The employed data is based on multiple sources at the national level: E-control, ENTSO-E, APG, AIT,
NETP, Technology Roadmap [20] and Windatlas & Windpotentialstudie Österreich [21]. Below, the main
sources used for the most relevant data of the model are stated.
• CO2 prices:
The emission policy data used in the model was from E-control [22]. In Figure 6 the CO2 price
development throughout the modelled time horizon is illustrated.
• System capacity:
The system capacity power data was taken from APG [23] which stands for Austrian Power Grid.
The employed data assumed decommissioning of 100% of the technologies capacities when their
economic lifetime comes to the end, this has an impact in the existing capacities. Nevertheless, in
the model runs, new investments were allowed too.
• Energy demand:
The source used for the energy demand was ENTSO-E [24], the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity. Load profiles were taken from [25].
• Inter-connectors:
APG [26] and ENTSO-E[24] were the sources used for the inter-connectors, representing the net
exchange capacities between countries.
• Technology data:
The Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT) [27] provided technology data, which was collected in
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Figure 6: Assumed CO2 price development in all scenarios [22]
collaboration with TU-Wien from the Austrian private sector.
• Fuel prices:
Fuel prices were obtained from NETP 2016 (Nordic Energy Technology Perspectives) [28], which
was launched by the International Energy Agency and Nordic Energy Research. However, fuel data
was collected from the European Environmental Agency [29].

3.4

Scenario framework

This section showcases the four scenario set-ups with their main input data differences by means of
two extreme weeks (week nr. 6 and 18) in terms of their residual demands in the base year 2016.
Residual demand in our model stands for the electricity demand of all sectors minus the wind production. Week nr. 6, representing a winter week, on the one hand has a very high average residual demand,
while week nr. 18, representing a late spring week, on the other has very low one compared to whole year.
Table 5 provides an overview of all four analyzed scenarios. The differences between the two first scenarios without elasticities exclusively rest on increasing fossil fuel prices when going from BAU to REN
and is depicted in Figure 7. The differences among the renewable scenarios without and with elasticities
(active: REN EA, passive: REN EP) rests on varying residential electricity demands due to the adoption
of elasticities and is depicted in Figures 8 and 18.
With regard to the method, BAU represents a true descriptive scenario approach. It takes the mainstream
assumptions for e.g. fuel costs or technology characteristics into account and describes where this could
lead to in the future, if nothing changes, e.g. by policy decisions. In contrast, the three renewable
scenarios can be seen as artificial normative scenarios. This is because of the fact that they comply with
the Austrian policy decision to de-carbonise the power system by 2030, without having introduced an
additional constraint in the model. Instead, to ensure for carbon-neutrality by 2030 in the model, the fossil
fuel prices have been increased accordingly. Hence, the REN scenarios use an explorative methodology
whilst having a normative sense.
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Table 5: Overview of analyzed scenarios, showing main characteristics
scenario

BAU

REN

REN EA

REN EP

long name
description
method
elasticities
Stage (in Figure 3)

business as usual
application of mainstream assumptions
descriptive
none
I

renewable
100% renewables in 2030
explorative/normative
none
active
passive
I
III
III

Fuel price development
Figure 7 depicts the fuel fossil fuel price development for BAU (orange) and REN (blue). Obviously, the
developments are very different from 2030 onwards. The fossil fuels in the Austrian energy system consist
of coal (coal and lignite), oil (heavy fuel oil and fuel oil) and natural gas. In the BAU scenario fossil
fuel prices stay at a relatively constant level. The prices in the REN scenario follow the same trend for
the first 10 years (2020 to 2030) but then jump to an artificial price of 100e per gigajoule and then all
increase at the same annual rate of approximately 7%. The detailed prices and growth rates are presented
in Table 6 for BAU and Table 7 for REN.

Figure 7: Fuel price development in BAU and REN scenarios based on [28] & own assumptions for REN

Elasticity profiles
In this project, hourly elasticity profiles representing a full year for active and passive PEAKapp users
are used to adjust the input residential demand profiles based on the price spreads between BAU and
REN. In Figure 8 the profile of week 6 is presented, to see the profile of week 18 go to Figure 18. In
both cases, elasticities are mainly below zero as expected, due to the inversely proportional relationship,
whereby higher prices incentives lower consumption. Overall, the range goes from 0.1 to -0.6 % change
in electricity consumption per % change in electricity price. In general, it can be observed that there is a
much higher responsiveness during the day than night as the participants have to actively change their
own household consumption based on the price signals distributed via the PEAKapp application. It is
also clear to see that active elasticities hold higher reduction potentials than passive ones. Depending on
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Table 6: Fuel price development in BAU scenario [28]

2020
aver. annual rate
2029
2030
aver. annual rate
2050

unit

natural gas

coal

lignite

fuel oil

heavy fuel oil

light oil

e /GJ
%
e /GJ
e /GJ
%
e /GJ

5.64
5
8.19
8.32
1
10.26

2.31
2
2.65
2.67
0
2.81

0.75
3
0.99
1.01
0
0.96

5.43
12
11.43
12.10
0
11.54

12.60
0
12.60
12.60
0
12.60

9.93
7
15.94
16.61
0
16.05

Table 7: Fuel price development in REN scenario [28] & own assumptions

2020
aver. annual rate
2029
2030
aver. annual rate
2050

unit

natural gas

coal

lignite

fuel oil

heavy fuel oil

light oil

e /GJ
%
e /GJ
e /GJ
%
e /GJ

5.92
5
8.60
100
7
396.07

2.43
2
2.79
100
7
396.07

0.79
3
1.04
100
7
396.07

5.70
12
12.00
100
7
396.07

13.23
0
13.23
100
7
396.07

10.43
7
16.74
100
7
396.07

the week, the interval from lowest to highest responsiveness differs, but the overall shape remains similar.
Residential electricity demand
The Figures 9 and 19 of week 6 and 18 respectively serve as references for the full years residential (RESE)
electricity demands for each scenario. In this section can be found figures of week 6 and in the Appendix
figures of week 18. Week 6 has a high residual load, while week 18 has a relatively low one. BAU and REN
without elasticities - both displayed in grey in the following figures - have the same residential demand
input profile, while REN with active (REN EA) in blue and passive (REN EP) elasticities in orange have
two different profiles that were calculated previously in Stage II as described in Section 3.4 with Figure 3.
In Figure 9 a clear pattern can be observed throughout the entire week: especially the mid-day peaks
are significantly reduced whilst the evening peaks are slightly increased. In total, the consumed energy
decreases by applying the elasticities. In contrast to Figure 9, Figure 19 does not depict a clear pattern.
Yet, it can be observed that, due to the elasticity profiles of Figures 8 and 18, the change in demand
applies exclusively during the daytime hours of the week. Further, the overall electricity demand of the
renewable scenarios with elasticities is reduced compared to the REN scenario without elasticities.
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Figure 8: Residential (RESE) elasticity profiles per scenario (week nr. 6), source: own calculation

Figure 9: Residential (RESE) electricity demand profiles per scenario (week nr. 6), source: [25] and own
calculation
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4

Results

This section consists of three main topics: 1) A model validation with regard to the base year 2016 for
most data inputs in Section 4.1; 2) scenario comparisons, which focus on electricity prices, capacities,
electricity generation by fuel, CO2 emissions and total system costs in Section 4.2; and 3) sensitivity
analyses in Section 4.3 where the sensitiveness of objective values, capacity investments and electricity
demands towards changing price/demand elasticities are discussed.

4.1

Model validation

During the model development, attempts were made to ensure a close agreement with real-world data
for 2016 in terms of electricity generation, international exchanges and electricity prices. Attention is
therefore drawn to each of these in turn by way of a model validation. The process of model development
revealed some significant variations in the model results for this base year, which were especially sensitive
to assumptions about international cross-border flows. Hence this validation focuses on a comparison
of three cases: the real world based on empirical data from [22] called ”Historical data”, the model of
the Austrian system in isolation (with inter-connector capacities and transfers exogenously fixed) called
”AT alone”, and the model of Austria connected to Germany, with exogenously fixed inter-connector
capacities and endogenous cross-border flows, called ”AT&DE”.
Firstly, due to the fact that in the base year the existing power plant park is fixed, the focus is on the
amount of electricity by fuel and technology in this year. Figure 10 shows the generation by fuel type
and generally illustrates a close agreement between all three cases, especially for coal, hydro-power, solar
energy and wind. There is substantially more deviations between these three cases for the generation
from wood-chips, due to its fuel price. The largest discrepancy is encountered for gas-fired electricity
generation, which is around 16 TWh in the AT & DE case, compared to about 7-8 TWh in the other
two cases. Therefore, the case with high net export of electricity has the highest use of natural gas, this
is due to its fuel price and technology efficiency. Thus, the results show that there is a big influence in
the exported electricity

Figure 10: Validation of model results: electricity generation by fuel in 2016 for three cases, historical
data case source [22]
Historical data shows that there have been significant imports of electricity to Austria from Germany, 7
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TWh net in 2016, cf. Table 8. This is reflected in the case with AT alone, in which there is a net import
of 8 TWh, due to the cross-border flows being fixed. In the AT&DE case, however, there is a net export
of around 12 TWh to Germany, due to the much lower electricity prices in Austria compared to Germany.
Table 8: Transmission flow with neighbouring countries in 2016, [TWh]
cases

Historical data

AT alone

AT&DE

export +
import −

19
26

15
23

13
1

net

−7

−8

12

Finally, the mean annual marginal electricity prices shown in Table 9, depict that the Historical data and
AT&DE cases have very similar values, with 29 and 27 e/MWh respectively. There is a strong deviation
in the case with Austria alone, however, with a mean annual price of about 12 e/MWh.
Overall, then, there is a closer match of the real generation mix and the cross-border flows in the AT alone
case, which are exogenously fixed. In this case the prices are very low due to the avoidance of imported
(more expensive) electricity from Germany. On the other hand, the AT&DE case has much more realistic
prices but higher overall generation and significant electricity exports. It was therefore decided to adopt
the AT alone case for the remainder of this analysis, as the lower electricity prices can be put down
to two potential reasons. The first is the lack of costs for the cross-border flows within the Balmorel
model, and the second is the fact that sunk costs, in terms of existing power plants, are not considered.
Existing power plants already stand and can generate, but are not necessarily already amortized. Both
of these factors would tend to increase the electricity prices in the model and push them closer to those
encountered in the real world setting. Further model validation is therefore left for further work and is
picked up again in the discussion in Section 5.3.
Table 9: Mean annual marginal electricity prices in 2016, [e/MWh]
cases
mean annual electricity prices

4.2

Historical data

AT alone

AT&DE

29

12

27

Scenario comparison

This section is dedicated to presenting and comparing the different scenarios explained in Section 3.4 for
2030. It includes for each scenario the electricity demands and price profiles, exogenous and endogenous
investments in generation capacities and the corresponding fuel consumption, emissions of CO2 and total
system costs.
Electricity demand
Figure 11 depicts the electricity demand profile of the different scenarios throughout the year. On the
one hand, the BAU and REN scenarios were executed with the blue profile, which is without elasticities.
On the other hand, the REN EA and REN EP demands were calculated with the elasticities, obtaining
the orange and purple profiles respectively.
Overall the BAU and REN scenarios have a higher and smoother demand than REN EA and REN EP
scenarios. However, the scenarios with elasticities show some peaks throughout the year. Those peaks
mainly come from hours where the difference in electricity prices between the BAU and REN scenarios
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Figure 11: Annual electricity demand profile for all four scenarios
is significant. The higher price difference in these periods results in a demand change that impacts the
overall demand curve, producing new peaks that stand out from the remainder of the profile.
Electricity prices
The comparison of electricity price curves in 2030 is performed only for the scenarios BAU and REN as
they are utilized to derive new demand profiles for REN EA and REN EP. For details about the approach
see Figure 3. The electricity prices are given hourly in e /MWh, representing the marginal values shown
in Figure 12 and allowing for endogenous capacity investments.

Figure 12: Electricity price profiles of week nr. 6 & 18 in 2030
Depending on the electricity demand and availability of variable renewable energy sources, the profiles
have quite different shapes. In times of relatively low demand and/or high penetration of renewable energy
production the electricity prices are decreasing and vice versa. The profiles of week 6 as in Figure 12 have
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high residual demands and hence relatively low renewable electricity production. Therefore, constant high
prices with few peaks can be observed. In contrast, the profiles of week 18 in the same figure have low
residual demands due to high shares of renewable production compared to the demand. This results in
a more fluctuating profiles with lower average prices as depicted in Table 10. For the sorted electricity
price profiles of all scenarios, with and without elasticities see Figure 20 in the Appendix.
Table 10: Electricity price statistics for weeks nr. 6 & 18 in 2030 and scenarios BAU & REN, [e /MWh]
week nr.
scenario

BAU

6
REN

BAU

18
REN

maximum
mean
minimum

111
86
82

170
126
122

85
65
0

125
72
0

Capacities
Figure 21 in the Appendix shows electricity generation capacity investments. The BAU scenario has the
lowest investments in electric storage (4 GW), solar PV (13 GW) and wind turbines (0,5 GW), but is
the only scenario with combined heat and power (CHP-extraction) capacity investments (1 GW), since
the fossil fuel prices are almost kept constant in this scenario. All of the renewable scenarios have similar
capacity investments. The REN scenario has the highest capacity investments in condensing technologies
since it does not have high peaks in electricity demand and it has more base load than the other renewable
scenarios with elasticities, which are REN EA and REN EP. Regarding the scenarios with elasticities, it
seems that REN EA, which is the scenario with the highest elasticities, is the scenario with the highest
investments in electric storage, solar PV and wind turbine capacities. The main reason for this is because the REN EA scenario has higher peaks in demand than REN EP, thus it needs more renewable
capacity and storage to cover the demand. With regards to the total electricity generation capacity
investments, scenarios with elasticities have more total investments than scenarios without elasticities,
even though scenarios with elasticities have lower net electricity demand than BAU and REN. However,
the high peaks in electricity demand represented in Figure 11 depict the need for high capacities in some
hours. These peaks are supplied by renewable technologies as solar PV, wind turbines and electric storage.

Figure 13: Exogenously and endogenously installed electricity generation capacities in 2030.
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Figure 13 illustrates the electricity generation capacities in the system in 2030. The exogenous capacities
represent the existing capacities, which are decommissioned throughout the plant’s operating lifetime (for
more details see Section 3.1), and the endogenous capacities represent the new capacity investments as
Figure 21 presents. The energy system of the renewable scenarios relies on the use of storage and hydro
power in order to supply the electricity peak demand in periods with a lower penetration of wind and solar.

Electricity generation by fuel
The REN scenario has the highest total electricity generation, followed by the REN EP and REN EA
scenarios respectively. The BAU scenario has the lowest total electricity generation even though the electricity generation by natural gas, hydro and coal is higher than in the remaining scenarios, mainly because
the amount of electricity that comes from wind, electric storage and wood-chips is much lower. In the
Appendix, more details about the electricity generation by fuel in each scenario are illustrated in Figure 22 .
With regard to the renewable scenarios, Figure 14 displays the comparison of the electricity generation
by fuel between the scenarios with elasticities to the renewable scenario without elasticities. In REN EA
and REN EP wind turbines and electric storage are used up to 5-8% more than in the renewable scenario
without elasticities. This increased utilization is expected to be used in the electricity demand peaks as
laid out in Figure 11.
The REN scenario has lower total installed capacity but higher total electricity generation than REN EA
and REN EP. Mainly, the biggest difference comes from the electricity generated by wood-chips, in REN
is produced around 2 TWh more than in the REN EA and REN EP scenarios.

Figure 14: Comparison of REN EA and REN EP annual electricity generation by fuel to REN in 2030
In the BAU scenario the electricity generated by coal is very significant (92 GWh) compare to the renewable scenarios. Among the renewable scenarios, REN EA and REN EP produce 3 GWh more compared
to REN. A similar trend is followed by natural gas. More electricity is generated by coal and natural gas
in some peak hours when it is cheaper overall to deploy already existing technologies rather than building
new condensing capacities that would then run on wood-chips.
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Emissions
Annual CO2 emissions are presented in Table 11. The annual CO2 emissions of the renewable scenarios
were reduced by 97% compared to BAU. This effect is explained by the increase in fossil fuel prices from
2030 in the renewable scenarios. For more details see Tables 6 and 7.
Table 11: Annual CO2 emissions in 2030, [kton]
fuel

BAU

REN

REN EA

REN EP

coal
fuel oil
natural Gas

86.27
0.04
5610.21

1.12

3.21

3.18

147.78

163.75

159.85

total

5696.51

148.90

166.96

163.03

Table 11 provides a detailed overview of all scenarios’ annual CO2 emissions. The annual emissions in the
scenarios with elasticities (see the REN EA and REN EP scenarios) are higher than in the REN scenario
due to the specific fuels deployed in each scenario. The higher consumption of coal and especially natural
gas for flexibility in the scenarios with elasticities result in higher annual CO2 emissions. For more details
see Figure 14.

Total system cost
One of the most relevant results of an optimization model is the objective function, which gives the
total discounted system cost for the complete time horizon. It should be emphasized here that, due to
significant uncertainties in the modelling approach (discussed in Sections 3.4, 5.2 and 5.3), the absolute
value of the objective function is not shown. Instead we concentrate on the relative changes in this value
compared to the BAU scenario, as this should give an indication of the scope to reduce these system
costs through a more flexible residential demand side.

Figure 15: Total system cost, % difference compared to BAU & average electricity prices in 2030.
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In order to get a better overview, Figure 15 illustrates the total system cost % difference compared to
the BAU scenario as a reference, here the effect of the elasticities can be appreciated. The impact of the
elasticities on the system is even higher in the REN EA scenario than in the REN EP scenario. The total
system cost increases by 24%, 24.6% and 27.6% in the REN EA, REN EP and REN scenarios respectively
compared to the BAU scenario. The higher the impact of the elasticities, the lower the total system cost.
Therefore, results show that the elasticities have a positive influence on the total system cost by decreasing it 2.6% in REN EA and 2% in REN EP compared to REN. However, the average marginal electricity
prices do not have a significant variation among the renewable scenarios. In the REN EA and REN EP
scenarios the average marginal electricity price decreases by 0.1% and 0.3% respectively compared to the
REN scenario.
Figure 16 provides information about the most relevant cost categories of the total system cost of
REN EA and REN EP compared to REN. The capital cost reflects the new capacity investments. The
REN scenario has the highest capital cost due to investments in condensing technologies. Comparing the
scenarios with elasticities, REN EP has higher capital costs since it is investing more in wind power and
less in electric batteries than REN EA, so the latter has the lowest investment.

Figure 16: Difference in total system costs per category for REN EA and REN EP scenarios compared
to REN in 2030
The operational costs (O&M) represent the variable operation and maintenance cost. They follow the
same trend as the capital cost since the only electricity technologies with O&M costs are condensing
technologies and wind turbines. The fuel costs correspond to the fuel use in each scenario. In Table 12
the total fuel use in the energy system is represented.
Table 12: Total fuel use in the energy system in 2030 [TWh]
scenario
value

BAU

REN

REN EA

REN EP

104

121

115

116

Comparing the renewable scenarios there is a significant reduction in the fuel costs when the elasticities
are implemented in the system due to less fuel used. On the other hand, the CO2 costs are higher in
the scenarios with elasticities since they follow the annual CO2 emission’s results, which are detailed in
Table 11. Hence since the fossil fuel prices are the same for the renewable scenarios, the fuel cost diDeliverable 5.2
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rectly corresponds to the fuel use and the CO2 cost is associated with the specific fuel use in each scenario.

4.3

Sensitivity analysis

In order to get a better understanding of the model’s behaviour towards the introduction of elasticities,
we investigated the following results with regard to their sensitivity to change: 1) objective values; 2)
total investments in electricity capacity; 3) total annual electricity demand profiles. In the course of
this analysis, the elasticity profiles are multiplied by factors from 0.5 (-50%) to 1.5 (+50%) in steps
of 0.1. With the resulting elasticity profiles, new demand profiles are derived as input to the REN EA
and REN EP scenarios. Thus, the following figures consist of only these two scenarios. The sensitivity
analysis comes with a change in the modelling perspective from a normative sense with a focus on CO2
reduction to an explorative one that focuses more on the effects of different magnitudes of elasticities.
The target of the normative approach, which is the reduction of CO2 emissions in the renewable scenarios,
is already reached.
As shown in the following Figure 17 (orange and brown lines), the relation between elasticity and objective value change is linear and inversely proportional. However, the total impact seems rather small and
there is no threshold rate identifiable. Basically, it describes well the expected effect: the greater the
elasticities, the lower the objective value, because of an overall improved residential electricity demand
profile by shape and energy consumption. An increase of this specific elasticity type therefore holds
potential for positive socio-economic effects in terms of cost savings at the total system level.
An ascending, rather flat s-shape can be recognized for the total capacity investments. In comparison to
the objective value, the impact is relatively large and the trend is directly proportional. So an increase
in the magnitude of the elasticities employed here implies an increase in investments in new capacities.
Further, a threshold rate sets in at ± 40% for both scenarios – generally speaking, REN EP reaches
the threshold slightly earlier. This implies that greater elasticities lead to greater investments into new
electricity generation capacity until the thresholds are reached. Then the effect seems to abate, meaning
that the additional investments are sufficient to cope with increasing elasticities. In our case, more elasticities entail lower total system costs by means of increasing investments into PV and battery capacity
at relatively low costs. This can be explained by the fact that the elasticities can also lead to increased
demand peaks in hours where the prices as well as the demands are at high levels and that the they only
take effect during day time hours. Therefore, an overall benefit for the system can prevail.
The relation between changing elasticities and total electricity demands follows a strong linear, inversely
proportional trend. Again, the impact of the change stays relatively small and it does not show a threshold at any point. Overall, it is very similar to what we see for the objective values. It simply illustrates,
that the greater the elasticity effect, the lower electricity demand remains in the input data. Thus, their
shapes can serve as an appropriate proxy for the additional amount of electricity that can potentially be
saved due to change in elasticities and vice versa.
Overall, the results and trends of this analysis are as expected regarding the objective values and electricity
demands, however with a relatively small impact. The sensitivity of the total capacity investments depicts
slightly different results with a reversed trend compared to the other two.
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Figure 17: Sensitivity of the objective values, total capacity investments and electricity demand towards
active and passive elasticity changes
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5

Discussion

This section consists of three main parts: 1) Section 5.1 includes a discussion of results obtained for
2030, 2) a discussion of the employed methodology follows in Section 5.2 and 3) suggestions of future
work are presented in Section 5.3.

5.1

Discussion of results

The results are based on the application of the Balmorel model within a scenario framework, reflecting
the plans of the Austrian government compared to a business as usual development, to reach carbon
neutrality in the electricity sector by 2030. We chose this approach as it seems most realistic. Four
scenarios were studied, BAU and REN without elasticities and REN EA and REN EP with elasticities.
In this section an overview of the results and how they have met the initial expectations is provided.
Then, the main results among these scenarios are discussed: generation capacities, electricity prices, CO2
emissions and total system cost.
The results braodly meet the initial expectations, showing that the implementation of elasticities in the
electricity system provide lower fuel use, lower demands, higher investments in renewable technologies
and lower total system costs. As for the REN EA scenario, which has the highest elasticities, it represents
the scenario with lowest fuel use, highest generation capacity investments and the lowest total system
cost among the renewable scenarios. However, elasticities do not have such a big impact on the electricity
prices.
The renewable scenarios reduce the annual CO2 emissions by approximately 97% compared to the BAU
scenario. This important reduction is due to the high fossil fuel prices assumed in 2030, which bind the
model to use renewable technologies in order to reach the Austrian government goal of 100% renewable
in electricity generation by 2030. However, an important finding was that the scenarios with elasticities
have higher annual CO2 emissions than the REN scenario, this result was due to a higher utilization of
natural gas and coal in the scenarios with elasticities. As explained in section 3.4, it was not the intention
to reduce the CO2 emissions also for the REN scenarios with elasticities, but to investigate the effects of
the latter.
In summary, the economic system benefits increase with higher elasticities, but this comes with a
slightly negative impact on the environmental performance, due to different fuel utilizations. This is
different to other studies, e.g. Li and Pye (2018)[1]. We estimate a reduction in total system costs by
2,6% in the REN EA and 2% in the REN EP compared to REN. These can be considered to represent
the higher end of the scale. Another study employing the Balmorel model and an add-in to consider the
techno-economic characteristics of load shifting potentials (see Section 5.3 below) found similar results
for the Nordic and Baltic region. Although they do not explicitly derive price elasticities, the authors
identify a peak downshift of between 1% and 7% excluding and including electrical heating applications
respectively [30].
When looking into the different price components, electricity prices obtained in the scenarios with elasticities are slightly lower than in the one without. Regarding the differences between the REN EA and
REN EP scenarios, there was no large effect on the electricity price. Even though, we rate the general
modelling framework as adequate, the strong similarity between the two elasticity groups as described in
Section 3.2 were unexpected and are further discussed in the next Section 5.2.
Overall, the general trends in the results are in the expected direction, but their magnitude is very small.
The consideration of price elasticities of electricity demand increases the flexibility of the energy system,
as represented in the Balmorel model, but only by a small amount in terms of overall system costs and
electricity prices. This could be due to several reasons, as explored in the next section.
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5.2

Discussion of methodology

The model validation in section 4.1 as well as the sensitivity analysis in section 4.3 indicate that the
developed Balmorel model is a reasonable representation of the Austrian power and district heating sectors. Whilst there were some small deviations in the model outputs from expectations or historical data,
these are considered to be minor in the context of this analysis. Especially the lower electricity prices
encountered in the Austrian system are thought to be due to overlooking both cross-border flow costs and
sunk costs of existing power plants. The focus in this work is on analyzing relative effects of assumption
changes in a scenario framework, hence absolute results are secondary.
The largest effect comes from the introduction of the elasticities in the first place, rather than through
the two subgroups, active users (REN EA) and passive users (REN EP). Whilst there is a difference in
the results between these two groups, these differences are very minor in comparison to those between
scenarios with and without elasticities. E.g. the total system costs as shown in Figure 15 are only 0.6%
different between the REN EA and REN EP scenarios, while REN and REN EA are separated by more
than a four times this, 2.6%. This could relate to the definition of these two subgroups, whereby one
group had access to the app (active) and the other did not (passive). In fact, some participants had
access to the app without using or installing it, so that they might be wrongly classified as active. Further work is required in order to ascertain whether significantly different elasticities result from a different
definition of the two groups. For example, if subgroups of users that are heavily engaged with the app
had a stronger response to price signals.
The PEAKapp sample includes about 1600 households in Upper Austria, mostly owner-occupiers with
high levels of disposable income, as evidenced by the ownership of saunas (20%) and jacuzzis (26%).
The implicit assumption in this work is that this sample is representative for the whole of the Austrian
residential sector, which is almost certainly not the case. Some analysis of the sample and comparison
with the national population in the residential sector support this assumption. It revealed, that the
households in the sample have on average: 1) 24% more residents; 2) 39% larger living areas; 3) 63%
more often their own properties. See Appendix 1.1 for the detailed statistics.
Hence the sample under-represents lower income groups, living in rented accommodation with smaller
dwellings and fewer appliances. From the literature, we know that these groups’ potential to be flexible
is constrained by their overall lower demand and smaller capital stock of appliances. Furthermore, unrelated to the representativeness of the PEAKapp sample, we also implicitly assume that (in the REN EA
scenario) all of the households are active users of PEAKapp. This is clearly an upper bound for the likely
penetration of these apps in the near future and therefore represents a technical potential rate, whilst
also overlooking the associated costs of a widespread rollout.
In addition, the modelling approach and scenario framework also has its weaknesses. Firstly, the focus in
this work is on the flexibility of demand through active consumer participation, but there are strong synergies between these measures and others in the broader context of renewable energy integration. Examples
include but are not limited to energy storage, supply-side-flexibility, network expansion and densification,
sector coupling and flexibility in other demand sectors. By focusing on the residential sector we intentionally analyze the system-level impacts of demand-side flexibility here, but also neglect such flexibilities
in other, large demand sectors such as industry and services. Secondly, the employed approach adopts a
central planner perspective assuming complete centralized decision-making and control over the energy
system. In reality, of course, investment decisions about new power plants involve various stakeholders
with different decision criteria. More importantly, the exploitation of widespread demand side flexibility,
in this case throughout the Austrian residential sector, would require an equally widespread availability of
technical infrastructure (e.g. smart meters, smart appliances) and market frameworks. Whilst the former
is at an advanced stage in Austria, the latter does not yet enable real time/dynamic pricing to all customers. Thirdly, the employed approach does not take into account the strong current reductions in the
costs of batteries and the associated trends in households to invest in stationary storage and/or electric
vehicles. As these costs reduce further in the future, emerging niches such as prosumers optimizing their
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own supply and consumption, and regional energy markets, could drastically impact the energy system
and invalidate such a centralized perspective like the one taken in this work.
Regarding some of the limitations of the energy system model, there are three issues that would have contributed to producing more realistic results. The first is the fact that the heat side was not very detailed
since the main focus of this analysis was on the electricity side. It could have been better represented,
for example by adding more heat areas (small, medium and large). Especially by increasing the spatial
resolution of the developed model and including individual district heating areas and their associated
heat and power plants, the behaviour as outlined in Section 4.1 would be improved. More specifically,
the existing capacities of generation of heat and electricity plants could be more accurately measured
and therefore the generation of heat and power by fuel and technology improved. However, this relies on
more detailed data about district heating areas and heat and power plants, which is one of the reasons
this was already challenging with just one DH area. The second issue is that the modelled years were
2030 and 2035 due to high computational time issues, but it could have been an interesting approach
to model more years and with longer time horizon to see the effects in 2040 and 2050. Thirdly, all
simulations were performed without allowing for new investments in transmission lines with neighbouring
countries. It was preferred to keep the inter-connectors as a fixed parameter and optimize Austria alone.
However, it could have helped to reduce the capacity investments if the model was executed with all the
neighbouring countries as part of the model too and allow for new transmission investments. Finally, only
one scenario for a highly renewable future Austrian energy supply system was considered, but obviously
many potential configurations are conceivable.
There are also some limitations relating to the general methodological framework employed and shown in
Figure 3 above. Firstly, the employed elasticities represent point elasticities and are not necessarily valid
for large price gaps. In other words, these point elasticities are assumed to be linear functions, which
apply throughout the whole range of analysed price and demand. In reality, though, these elasticity functions would not necessarily be linear, especially at the extremes of demand where a marginal change is
more significant than in ”mid-load” regions. Secondly, these elasticities are short term, in the sense that
they were derived from a field trial that measured the short term behaviour of households. But they are
employed in this context as both short and long term elasticities to represent how household load profiles
could respond to short term price changes in the short and long term. In the longer term context, such
as the several decades analysed here, one would expect an adaptation of the demand side in response
to longer term changes in prices - for example by households adapting their technology portfolio in the
context of changing external factors. This implies that our results are the lower bound of the actual
behavioural change that would occur if people were made more aware of dynamic electricity prices. In
addition, the model assumptions are taken from different years: the model base year (including demand
curve) is 2016, the elasticities stem from the field trial in 2018, and both of these sources are used for
future years such as 2030.

5.3

Further work

As discussed above, there are several areas in which the employed methodology could be improved in
order to reduce the uncertainty associated with the results and these are briefly summarized in this section.
Firstly, an alternative Balmorel modelling framework involves exploiting detailed bottom-up data on the
potentials and costs of load-shifting measures. This approach requires a differentiation of the demand
down to the appliance level, as well as between flexible and non-flexible portions. In an energy system
modelling context the costs of shifting this flexible load is also required. None of this data was available
in the present case for Austrian households but one possibility would be to develop bottom-up models
based on time-use data/diaries which generate load profiles for household appliances, which are themselves classified into flexible and non-flexible devices. Costs for load shifting could then be taken from
the literature and/or based on results of field trials of dynamic tariffs.
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Secondly, another approach to analysing the flexibility of the residential demand side would involve detailed bottom-up simulations of the load profiles. In order to derive an estimate for technical potentials
for flexibility in this sector, we could utilize the Austrian time of use survey data (TUD). This would
give us a better understanding about structure of the electricity demand. By differentiating between
flexible and non-flexible appliances, the demand could be split into two fractions and cost estimates for
load shifting derived from the literature, the technically possible elasticities of several different household
archetypes and temporal resolutions. The processing of the TUD can be performed e.g. by the stochastic
CREST [31] simulation model, which has already been extended to Germany [32]. The output would
represent a technical upper limit as well as associated costs for demand side flexibility, which could be
used as an input, either for the employed Balmorel modelling framework or the alternative one mentioned
in the paragraph above with an add-in.
Thirdly, the analyzed subgroups within the PEAKapp Austrian field trial could be newly defined. The
differentiation employed within this work simply distinguishes between those households with the app
and those without. But it does not account for the fact that some households had the app without
using it, whereas others were intensive users. In order to better account for this observed effect, alternative subgroups could be analysed. For example, price elasticities between groups of PEAKapp and non
PEAKapp users could be compared, for example by focussing on heavy users of PEAKapp, or those that
were actively shown price-related information via the PEAKapp discount message functionality. Such
enhancements to the methodology might alter the observed differences between the active (REN EA)
and passive (REN EP) scenarios reported here.
Finally, the Balmorel model should have a better representation of the heat side in Austria, this can be
improved by introducing more areas (large, medium or small areas). Regarding the studied sectors in
the model, further work could involve modelling more sectors to see their environmental performance
based on a change in the electricity production. Hence this would consider all sectors and potentials for
flexibility there and measure the impact of the implementation of the elasticities in the energy system.
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6

Summary and conclusions

This report has assessed the extent of the positive effects of the PEAKapp in the context of a widespread application of the ICT to Human ecosystem. Two field trials were carried out in the project, which
involved a large-scale roll-out of the PEAKapp alongside control groups in Austria and Estonia. In this
Deliverable we focused on the Austria field study, which involved around 1600 participants over a period
of about 18 months. The thorough analysis of the field trial data was carried out by JKU, DTU and
Tecnalia and is documented in Deliverable D.4.1. One aspect of this analysis involved deriving short-term
price elasticities for the households participating in the trial. These elasticities are employed within this
report in order to analyze the responsiveness of households to future changes in electricity prices under
different framework conditions. To this end we employ the energy system framework Balmorel that allows a comparative static analysis of the electricity market equilibrium, assuming different aggregated
consumption profiles under alternative pricing regimes. The overall objective thereby is to analyse the
economic benefits to the whole Austrian energy system of utilizing residential demand side flexibilities at
the national scale. More specifically, the objective is to analyze the impact on economic, technical and
environmental indicators of a widespread exploitation of demand side flexibility.
The method employs the existing linear optimization energy system model Balmorel, which is extended
to cover Austria in the given context. It thereby employs the price elasticities mentioned above as an
exogenous input to derive changes in an exogenous demand in the residential sector. The analysis is
carried out for the timeframe to 2030 within a scenario framework of four scenarios. These include a
BAU and REN, in both of which the demand is assumed to be inelastic. Two additional variants of the
renewable scenario consider these elasticities and therefore have flexible demands, whereby we distinguish
between active and passive flexibilities. Active implies load shifting on behalf of the participant, and in
this context means having the PEAKapp and using it. Passive on the other hand means either not having
the PEAKapp, or having it but not using it. By comparing these four scenarios in terms of diverse economic, technical and environmental criteria, we are able to explore the system level impact of PEAKapp
in Austria. The novelty of the method lies in the approach to consider the flexible demand as well as the
application to the Austrian energy system. The findings show that the elasticities can potentially lower
fuel consumption and electricity demands, promote investments in renewable technologies and lower total
system costs when striving for a carbon-neutral power system.
Overall, the results broadly conform to expectations. The impact of the flexible residential demand side
(e.g. on the system cost) in the system context is small but significant. In combination with other
measures to integrate renewable energy technologies, this flexibility will need to play a crucial role. One
surprising finding was the very small deviation between the results in the scenarios with active and passive
PEAKapp users. Whilst the scenario with active app users exhibited some slightly lower total system
costs, this relative difference was marginal compared to the renewable scenario without flexible demand.
In other words, the total system cost increases by 24%, 24.6% and 27.6% in the REN EA, REN EP
and REN scenarios respectively compared to the BAU scenario. Hence further attention should be paid
to some particular aspects of the method, for example the segmentation of the sample into active and
passive groups will be revisited. The system-level impacts reported here should be interpreted as technical
upper limits, due to the inherend bias in the employed field trial sample and the fact that point elasticities
to assess short and long term demand responses. In addition, the representativeness of the sample is
clearly a limitation, so that additional data, perhaps also from the Estonian field trial should be employed
to duplicate this approach in another context. The method could also be enhanced to account for
more detailed estimates of the cost-potential for flexibility, based on empirical studies and/or bottom-up
simulation tools. All of these aspects will be the focus of future work.
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1
1.1

Appendix
Tables
category

description

number of households (hhs)
number of residents
square meters
home owned
dryer
swimming pool
sauna

total
mean/hh
mean/hh
mean/hh
mean/hh
mean/hh
mean/hh

ATall *

PEAKapp sample

difference [%]

3890000
2.22
99.6
47.8
0.33
not specified
not specified

1571
2.76
138.1
0.78
0.589
0.264
0.205

-99.96
+24.32
+38.66
+63.18
+78.48
-

Table 13: Comparison of selected statistical indicators between the entire Austrian residential sector
and the PEAKapp participants. * Based on: https://www.statistik.at/web_de/statistiken/
menschen_und_gesellschaft/wohnen/index.html

Table 14: Electricity price statistics for 2030 and all scenarios, [e /MWh]
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scenario

BAU

REN

REN EA

REN EP

maximum
mean
minimum

111
74.17
0

172
84.84
0

179
84.73
0

188
84.55
0
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Table 15: Average Estimated Elasticities by hour and month
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1.2

Figures

Figure 18: Residential (RESE) elasticity profiles per scenario (week nr. 18), source: own calculation
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Figure 19: Residential (RESE) electricity demand profiles per scenario (week nr. 18) [25] and own
calculation

Figure 20: Sorted electricity price profiles for the full year and each scenario
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Figure 21: Endogenous electricity generation capacity investments in 2030

Figure 22: Electricity generation by fuel in 2030
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